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And so I fell in love with a color… 

—Maggie Nelson 

 

We blast indigo  

out of dusk, dig 

dark cobalt, smelt 

the low notes, purge 

the Reds. We eschew 

sky blue, extrude blue- 

black, aggregate 

cerulean, lapis, dark 

navy. We stir, cook,  

break, cut, stack, and pack 

the blues into blues crates 

labeled bluestone or blue 

agate or American Blues,  

Chicago style. Once 

in a blue moon we 

ship dark amethyst.  

Yes, we get the blues. 

We go blue with cold. 

We get the factory-worker 

blues, the love-sick blues, 

the blue-moon-shining-over-me 

blues. And yes, we play the blues, 

we play the red hot honky-tonk blues. 
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Matisse’s Radiance 
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Love is a great thing, a great goodness… 

—Henri Matisse 

 

London in flames, corpse- 

smoke in the street, 1942.  

Matisse in Paris paints 

Dancer in Blue Tutu, 

retreats to retinal red  

fish, his blue bathers  

blind to war. 

 

The world in war 

yearns towards evening 

light. Somewhere 

someone pours tea. 

 

Later, wheelchair-bound, 

the painter wields scissors  

to make orange suns, blue  

ivy, tender purple jazz. 
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